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My idea was 
basically to revive the old textiles, which suffered after the 
industrialization. And to bring back the art of weaving which somehow 
got lost into the world of fast fashion. And my aim is for people to 
revive the craft and value this lost 
tradition.

THESIS STATEMENT



"Initial ideas"

• First idea was to make a 
shamiyana with weaving the 
fabric

• And other idea was to make 
room seprators/ dividors with 
pure weaved fabric and zardozi 
work.

• Third one was to hand weave 
benarsi saree's



Mind Map

this was my first mind map



After doing the mind maps and studying 
the history and geography of brocade 
fabric, I commenced making the boards 
on each type of the fabric.



methadology

Books

Articles (Jstore)

movies

Youtube 
Documentaries

interviews

Market 
research



ARTICLE RESEARCH



Article Links

• https://www.jstor.org/stable/25167048?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=tree&searchText=of&searchText=life&searchText=in&searchText=indo&sear
chUri=%2Faction%2Fdo

• https://www.jstor.org/stable/44142723?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=the&searchText=silk&searchText=route&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicS
earch%3FQuery%3Dthe%2Bsilk%2Broute%26amp%3Bfilter%3D&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-
5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3Af94adb351c4c9e620027770689de3f13&seq=1

• https://www.jstor.org/stable/41500560?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=indian&searchText=textiles&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQu
ery%3Dindian%2Btextiles%2B&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3A58702f9eccc37f700ea5a61ee328419f&seq=1

• https://www.jstor.org/stable/3255666?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=indian&searchText=textiles&searchText=in&searchText=the&searchText=exhi
bition&searchText=of&searchText=painted&searchText=and&searchText=printed&searchText=fabrics&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dindian
%2Btextiles%2Bin%2Bthe%2Bexhibition%2Bof%2Bpainted%2Band%2Bprinted%2Bfabrics&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-
5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3Aaba8acd7a06fc4dc0e239b3bf5a659b5&seq=1

• https://www.jstor.org/stable/4412978?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=india%27s&searchText=encounter&searchText=with&searchText=the&search
Text=silk&searchText=route&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dindia%2527s%2Bencounter%2Bwith%2Bthe%2Bsilk%2Broute% 26amp%3Bfilter
%3D&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3A18fade2f9d762dccf8cc4dfbf97d67b6&seq=1

https://www.jstor.org/stable/25167048?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=tree&searchText=of&searchText=life&searchText=in&searchText=indo&searchUri=%2Faction%2Fdo
https://www.jstor.org/stable/44142723?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=the&searchText=silk&searchText=route&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dthe%2Bsilk%2Broute%26amp%3Bfilter%3D&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3Af94adb351c4c9e620027770689de3f13&seq=1
https://www.jstor.org/stable/41500560?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=indian&searchText=textiles&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dindian%2Btextiles%2B&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3A58702f9eccc37f700ea5a61ee328419f&seq=1
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3255666?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=indian&searchText=textiles&searchText=in&searchText=the&searchText=exhibition&searchText=of&searchText=painted&searchText=and&searchText=printed&searchText=fabrics&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dindian%2Btextiles%2Bin%2Bthe%2Bexhibition%2Bof%2Bpainted%2Band%2Bprinted%2Bfabrics&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3Aaba8acd7a06fc4dc0e239b3bf5a659b5&seq=1
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4412978?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=india%27s&searchText=encounter&searchText=with&searchText=the&searchText=silk&searchText=route&searchUri=%2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuery%3Dindia%2527s%2Bencounter%2Bwith%2Bthe%2Bsilk%2Broute%26amp%3Bfilter%3D&ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187_SYC-5188%2Fcontrol&refreqid=search%3A18fade2f9d762dccf8cc4dfbf97d67b6&seq=1


BOOKS





Visual boards of 
the banarsi 

brocade fabric.













Motif research 







Visual boards of 
the Motif 
Research







TREE OF LIFE



Ancestry, Family, and Fertility:

The Tree of Life symbol also represents the connection to one’s family and ancestors. 
The Tree of Life has an intricate network of branches that represents how a family grows 

and expands throughout many generations.



FAMILY TREE ( SHAJRA-E-NASAB)

The reason why I chose tree of life as my final motif was to make it 
more personal and relate it to my family tree ( shajra-e-nasab )



Multiple cultures have different mythologies involving the Tree of Life. References 
to the symbol have been found in Ancient Egypt, Ancient Iran, Ancient 
Mesopotamia and Urartu, and many more places. The symbol was widely 
recognized and used in ancient cultures so it is difficult to pinpoint its exact origins 
and how it spread throughout the world.



The cosmic tree

• The tree of life concept is sacred to most 
cultures. It significance transcends conscious 
reality, touches the subconscious and 
beyond the undefinable. Even is the original 
meaning is obscured, the symbol retains an 
unconscious link with our primeval memory 
and a become a source of strength. The 
cosmic tree symbol occurs in almost all 
cultures it roots plunge deep into the nether 
world; branches reach upon towards heaven 
and support it. The trunk is the mean of 
ascending upwards and reaching beyond, 
thereby connecting three worlds together.



Tree of life in different 
cultures

• Every religion ( Christianity, Judaism, Celtic 
Beliefs, Islam, Buddhism,) have their own beliefs 
about the tree of life. Some of the common 
meaning of Tree of Life.

• A connection to everything.

• Ancestry, family & fertility.

• Growth and strength.

• Individuality, unique characteristics.

• Immortality and rebirth

• Peace

• Connection between the heaven and earth 
and hell



AFTER STUDYING THE HISTORY AND 
GEOGRAPHY AND DIFFERENT 

INTERPETATIONS OF TREE OF LIFE, I 
LOOKED FOR SOME OF THE WORK WHICH 

HAS DONE BEFORE AND SOME 
EXAMPLES.



Tree of life rugs and the concept of “Tree of Life” 
predates Jewish, Christian and Muslim traditions. In 
its purest form, it stands as giver of life. However, 
Oriental rug weavers adapted the design to reflect 
the meaning compatible with their own local 
religion and culture. In every tradition in which this 
Motif is found, it is an important symbol of life and 
abundance.



Some of the early work



Some tree of life motifs from the books





COLOUR PALETTE

➢ After deciding the motif and 
initializing my conception the last 
thing afore doing my 
experimentation was finalizing the 
color palette, and for that I selected 
two different color palette's.



Mughal timeperiod 
inspired

• Mughal miniature 
painting was a blend of 
Persian and Indian styles 
that developed in Mughal 
courts between the 16th 
and 19th centuries.

• I choose this palette 
because of the 
livelihood in the colors of 
mughal art minatures.

• And also because mostly 
jamdani is weaved in 
bright colours with 
contrasting weft or gold 
zari



Rustic color palette

• This board is inspired by rustic theme

• Minimalist approach

• The colors of rustic style are deep and natural, with a 
relaxed and welcoming vibe.

• The reason why I chose this palette is because of the 
neutral color tones which gives the aesthetic 
of past into the present.

• Rustic looks also serve as a strong reminder to us that 
with time, the beauty of certain objects can evolve as 
well. It might take a while, but we eventually learn to 
appreciate the allure that they provide. And that is 
what my thesis is all about "REVIVING".



Print's and patterns



• So I made several prints and patterns or 
single motifs inspired by my motif research

• Some of them were inspired by tree of life 
some are inspired by banarsi fabric

• Some are done on photoshop and I 
additionally did sketching and paintings



















Fabrications



•Size 20x36
•Foil printing in gold

•Thread cotton & 
cotton



•Fabric weaved with pure Silk and Tilla
•Handwork of silver foil ( warq )

•Size 20x20



•Size A3
•Thread cotton and silk
•Adda work of tilla on 

the fabric
•Motif: tree of life



•Size: A3
•Fabric: silk and silk 

•Technique: Machine 
Embroidery with silk threads

•Motif: tree of life



•Size : A2
•Fabric synthetic tissue 
•Technique: embossing 

technique
•Motif: paisley



•Size: A3
•Weaved fabrics with 

cotton and silk but with 
different technique 

•Thread: silk and cotton



Jamdani Weaved Samples



• I learned the art of weaving jamdani by 
watching youtube videos

• These are my initial samples

• Presented these in my mini thesis

• Size : width 10 inches and height 6 inches

• Material: cotton, tilla, wool threads



• The first 2 
samples

• Learning stage





"MINI THESIS"







My final idea proposal got decided in the mini thesis which is 
" Renaissance/Revival of Jamdani" for that I studied the 

history, geography, its inception, etymology, catagories of the 
jamdani fabric, weaving process of the fabric and additionally 
the floral and geometric patterns of the fabric their stylizing 

and how the fabric evolved through out the time from mughal 
era to now a days, colours and then I begin making 

contemporary patterns and motifs for the final pieces, I 
remain sticked with my color palatte but I reconstructed the 
motifs, first I was doing tree of life but then I went with the 
jamdani's own motifs which are floral and geometric like( 

laharia, aribel, kharava, haribel, buta, phuldar, konia). Other 
than sarees jamdani is additionally kenned for scarfs and 

handkerchiefs. And I also chose to make some scarfs for final 
with sarees.



"REVIVAL OF 
JAMDANI"



THE CRAFT OF 
JAMDANI

• JAMDANI, without a doubt, is most trasured 
of all the Muslins. Jamdani was originally 
known as Dhakai named after the city of 
Dhaka, what makes it exceptional is its unique 
range of motifs and patterns, both geometrical 
and floral. Which are not found in any other 
textiles of the region. These patterns and motifs 
are of Persion origin by historisans. In Mughal's 
time period they brought Persian weaver's to 
work with indegenous artisans to weave 
Jamdani. It is the Persian word, signifying 
intricate weaving of flowers and other figures 
with fine muslin on the loom.



▪ A Jamdani Saree which have small flowers dotted on the fabric is known as a Butidar 
Saree If the design is diagonally inclined, then it becomes a Tercha Jamdani.

The floral designs could includes flowers, peacocks, leaves and vines. If these motifs 
covers the full fabric then it is known as jhaldar, jaal saree.

Jamdani known as Phulwar and if the flowers are larger in the size it is Toradar. 
Some of the Jamdani varieties include Pulwar Jamdani where the pattern has rows 
of flowers across the saree, Duria Jamdani if the field is covered with polka dots like 
design, Belwari jamdani with colourful golden borders.

Generally different designs are weaved on the border, Pallu or end piece and the 
body.

Motifs



Weave

• Jamdani is a supplementary weft technique of weaving, where the motifs are produced by a 
non-structural weft. In addition to the standard weft that holds the warp threads together. The 

standard weft creates the fine sheer fabric like muslin while the supplementary weft with thicker 
threads adds the intricate patterns to it. Each motif or pattern is added by hands separately by 
interlacing the weft threads to warp using individual spools of thread. The result is a vibrant 

patterns that appears to float on a shimmering surface.





• The jamdani industry 
experienced gradual decline 
since the mid 19th century, 
during the British colonial era, 
perhaps the greatest setup 
jamdani industry faced the fall of 
Mughal empire, and the number 
of additional factors also 
contributed to the fall of industry 
throughout the ages which 
includes climate changes, 
cultivation of cotton crops, use of 
cheap yarns, and also the biggest 
one of them all use of machinery 
in the English textile industry and 
also the low income which 
forced many artisans to leave 
this profession of weaving.



S.W.O.T ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

• Skilled artisans
• Unique characteristics of craft form
• High demand of product in international market
• Sustaiable approach towards product development

• The weavers don’t get reasonable prices for their work
• Lack of training facilities
• Lack of organizational strenght
• Inadequate welfare measures

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

• Huge market in sustainable world
• Creative product packaging
• Training more artisans
• Telling more people about this unique craft
• Selling product with GI tag in order to prove authenticity

• Young generation don't want to pursue this work because of less 
income

• Lack of education and awarness regarding ongoing campaigns and 
schemes to save this craft

• No investment's
• Products made on powerloom are available in market at much 

lower price



Final Prints













Process from dying 
to weaving and final 

samples

















Final 
Samples

• Final Samples

• Experimentation for saree's and scarfs 
motifs

• Size: 6 inches x 10 or 12 inches

• Color: white on white ( in some samples I 
used Gold Tilla )

• Thread: cotton on Cotton + Tilla















"Final thesis"



How covid19 affected my thesis

Initially my conception was to train people here in 
Pakistan for Jamdani weaving but because of the 
coronavirus thing and lockdown. I wasn't able to 
train people here for the weaving, and afore this 

lockdown I went to Karachi and probed for 
weaver's there and additionally with the avail of 

them I contacted some of the weaver's and people 
there in Bangladesh who helped me with the 
project, and the saree's are from the Bengali 

weavers I sent them my patterns and samples. but 
I endeavored to do as much as I can here in 

lockdown I trained two people here in weaving one 
is in my village and one is Amir in the university 

who helped me with weaving the scarfs.



➢ Final Work

In my final I did 6 
pieces 

which includes 3 
sarees and 3 scarfs

Scarf (weave details) Saree (weave details)

• Scarfs size: 22x70 inches
• Thread: cotton 

on cotton ( cotton 
20 double)

• Yarn count: 1 inch is 22 
threads ( 22x22=486)

• Weave technique: plain 
weave and motifs are 
made with twill tapestry 
weave

• Motifs: geometric and 
floral

• Motif thread: 8 
& 12 Weight 
Quilting Thread

• Reed: 22

• Saree size: 237x52 inches
• Thread: finest cotton and 

also gold zari
• Yarn count: 200 by 200
• Reed: 2200
• Motifs: geometric 

and floral
• Weave 

technique: plain weave 
and motifs are made 
with twill tapestry weave.

• Motif thread: zari and 
cotton thread






























